
Anal Sex Promoter: Gwyneth Paltrow pushes for the
sausage in the booty

- Elon Musk's Squeeze is a self-professed expert on
'nubbing the boom'



Gwyneth Paltrow publishes a VERY intimat…
'If anal turns you on, you are not alone':
Gwyneth Paltrow publishes a VERY intimate guide to the sex act
on Goop, insisting it is 'practically standard in the modern bedroom
repertoire'
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Gwyneth Paltrow publishes guide to anal se…
Gwyneth Paltrow publishes guide to anal sex on Goop website:
'If anal turns you on, you are not alone'
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Gwyneth Paltrow Publishes Guide to Anal …
Gwyneth Paltrow shares her expertise on all things lifestyle,
health and beauty on her goop site — and now that apparently
includes anal sex. On Thursday, goop released its second
annual SexIssue featuring content on a number of sex-related
topics — including a very explicit Q&A about anal ...
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Gwyneth Paltrow offers advice on ANAL se…
Gwyneth Paltrow offers advice on ANAL sex in her lifestyle blog
Goop's sex issue. Actress advises readers on how to have "good
casual sex"
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Gwyneth Paltrow Just Gave 3 Incredibly Gr…
Gwyneth Paltrow published Goop's annual Sex Issue yesterday,
and it features an in-depth Q&A about all things anal sex. Here's
what we learned.
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Gwyneth Paltrow Wants You To Do ANAL!!!…
Gwyneth Paltrow Wants You To Do ANAL!!! ... its most eyebrow-
raising article is about the dos and don'ts of anal sex! Related:
Gwyneth Paltrow Will NEVER ...
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Gwyneth Paltrow Goop Anal Sex Guide - C…
This new trend is all the rage. Gwyneth Paltrow Has Apparently
Just Discovered Anal Sex, Guys. This new trend is all the rage.
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Gwyneth answers all your burning questions…
Gwyneth Paltrow is a backdoor connoisseur.. In honor of her
website Goop's second annual SexIssue, the actress, 44, posted
a Q&A about anal sex with research psychoanalyst and author
Paul Joannides, Psy.D., to answer all of her readers' most
pressing questions.
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Gwyneth Paltrow Is Here To Teach You Abo…
Gwyneth Paltrow's lifestyle brand ... Savend this month that
choice is anal sex. Yes, Gwyneth Paltrow's website is ready to
teach you the ins and outs of ...
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Gwyneth Paltrow encourages anal sex in X…
GWYNETH PALTROW has published a frank Q&A with
psychoanalyst and author Paul Joannides on how to have
great anal sex.
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PEOPLE Readers React to Gwyneth Paltro…
On Thursday, PEOPLE published a piece covering
Gwyneth Paltrow's site goop's explicit Q&A about anal sex with
psychoanalyst and author Paul Joannides. While the piece aimed
to squash the stigma around the sexual act, some PEOPLE
readers weren't quite ready to be enlightened. Many took to the ...
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Here Are 5 Things We Learned From Gwyne…
Here Are 5 Things We Learned From Gwyneth Paltrow's Guide
to Anal Sex. ... The interview also addresses health issues
surrounding anal sex in some detail and ...
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Gwyneth Paltrow's website Goop publishes …
Gwyneth Paltrow's website Goop publishes advice
on anal sex "If anal turns you on, you are definitely not alone."
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Gwyneth Paltrow tackles anal sex in websit…
Gwyneth Paltrow has tested fans with a new study on anal sex in
her latest Goop website post.The actress and contributors to her
online lifestyle hub have often been criticised for testing the
bounds of decency and offering up bizarre beauty and wellbeing
techniques, and now Paltrow has raised eyebr...
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Gwyneth Paltrow Wants to Improve Your Se…
Gwyneth Paltrow Wants to Improve Your Sex Life With 9 Goop-
Approved Tips About Orgasms, Anal and More
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Actriz habla del sexo anal | People en Español
La actriz Gwyneth Paltrow escribió sobre el sexo anal en su blog
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Gwyneth: 'Men's Insecurity Depends On Ho…
"Haha! And then I said, 'Well, you're going to be insecure for a
while because that's not where that thing goes!' He had sex with
mostly groupies after that. It
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Gwyneth Paltrow Talks Oral Sex, Brad Pitt …
Gwyneth Paltrow says the darndest things.. The Mortdecai
actress stopped by Howard Stern's SiriusXM radio show this
morning and let loose about a variety of topics like Brad Pitt, Ben
Affleck, strippers and, um, oral sex.
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Gwyneth Paltrow Wants To Be Your Anal S…
Gwyneth Paltrow wants you to know how to do anal sex.
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Gwyneth Paltrow offers advice on ANAL se…
Gwyneth Paltrow offers advice on ANAL sex in her lifestyle blog
Goop's sex issue. Actress advises readers on how to have "good
casual sex"
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Gwyneth Paltrow Goop Anal Sex Guide - c…
This new trend is all the rage. Gwyneth Paltrow Has Apparently
Just Discovered Anal Sex, Guys. This new trend is all the rage.
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Gwyneth Paltrow imparts anal sex tips - Ha…
Gwyneth Paltrow has imparted her unsolicited advice on many
things - vagina steaming to ex-purging bra burning - and now
she's decided to tell us what she's learned about anal sex.
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Gwyneth Paltrow's website has published a…
Gwyneth Paltrow has published a guide to anal sex.
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Gwyneth Paltrow Won't Stop Gooping Abou…
Gwyneth Paltrow's latest dive into absurdity is a new story on
Goop titled, "Reality Check: AnalSex." Oh boy. Thank you ,
Gwyneth. In between vaginal steams, cupping, and sucking down
gallons of goat's milk, the actress posts an interview with
psychoanalyst Paul Joannides, PsyD, on everything, yes
everything, (straight) couples need to ...
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Gwyneth Paltrow wants to give you a 'reality…
It's been at least a week since Gwyneth Paltrow said something
sensational, so you could say this was in the pipeline, so to
speak.. The Oscar winner has taken to her lifestyle website Goop
to announce that we all need a 'reality check' when it comes
to anal sex.
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Gwyneth Paltrow's Goop proves there's no …
Gwyneth Paltrow's website Goop really is the gift that keeps on
giving. Gwyneth Paltrow' s ... Analsex was the Cote de Boeuf of
the sexual menu.
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Gwyneth Paltrow Publishes A Guide To Ana…
Gwyneth Paltrow published a guide to anal sex on the Goop
Website. PEOPLE's Facebook page is exploding with comments
about it! Subscribe to People http://...
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Gwyneth Paltrow publishes anal sex guide …
American beauty Gwyneth Paltrow has raised eyebrows by
publishing a Q&A guide on how to enjoy safe anal sex on her
lifestyle website Goop. The site released its second
annual Sex Issue on Thursday and it includes an in-depth (there it
is) interview with psychoanalyst Paul Joannides on the subject of
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